INTRODUCTION
The role of Web images is an important issue for Web browsing using a mobile device. For example, many commercial products and research studies [2] [7] [9] focus on how to reconstruct Web pages to fit the size of screens on mobile devices as a way to improve their browsing capabilities. In doing so, some Web images should be discarded or downsized to fit in the page layout of the small screen. However, most studies and commercial products are prone to serious errors in detecting such images because of their simple image detection mechanisms. A good example of this problem is a case in which images for a site menu are deleted or reduced, making it impossible for mobile users to read the text in the images. Here, by appropriately detecting the roles of the images, we would be able to correctly process them. For example, if an image acting as a site menu has an ALT string, the image can be replaced by that string. If it doesn't have an ALT string, the image should be displayed without any modification.
A few studies aim to develop applications for automatically providing images associated with the main contents of a Web page as a way to minimize user operations because mobile devices usually have poor input interface [3] ; e.g., most cellular phones have only 4-way keys and numeric buttons. Some of these studies treat specific Web pages whose structures are well-known and thereby reduce the cost of extracting images associated with the main contents. Here, by appropriately detecting the roles of Web images, we can extract such content images from any Web page.
There have been many studies on handling Web images for mobile Web browsing. However, most of these do not treat Web images carefully. That is, they assess the role or importance of a Web image from only simple features such as its width, height, and aspect ratio. In contrast, to properly handle Web images and to promote the development of new Web applications for mobile devices, we defined eleven categories associated with the roles of Web images. Then, we manually classified 3,901 images collected from various Web sites (40) into the eleven categories. The manual classification shows that 37 image features efficiently classify images, and we used these features to develop an automatic Web image classification method that uses a decision tree made from the image features.
There are four ways to extract features from Web images: (1) use HTML source file analysis, (2) query Web servers, (3) exploit the layout information of DOM trees when rendering the pages, and (4) use image processing. In mobile environments, the image features that can be extracted depend on the performance and functionality of the mobile devices and the communication environment. Extractable features also depend on the environment surrounding the devices. For example, if a proxy server is available, the mobile devices can extract all of above features. On the other hand, some applications don't require eleven role categories and require accuracy for only specific ones. Therefore, we evaluated our automatic classification method according to the features that are available in different environments. The results show that under certain conditions, the method achieves up to 83.1% classification accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the eleven image categories, and section 3 explains a few applications of Web image classification. Section 4 discusses related work. Section 5 explains the results of a manual classification of Web pages and image features that are to be used for automatic classification. Section 6 presents the evaluation of the method, and section 7 describes an im-plementation of an image classification application. Section 8 gives further considerations on our method, and section 9 concludes the paper.
IMAGE CATEGORIES
We define eleven categories for image classification and provide a brief explanation about the features of each category based on an examination of actual images collected in section 5. Four categories have images that include text and we will refer to these as string images. Moreover, two categories have images that are of the tiny size and we will refer to these as small images.
The four categories with string images are:
• MENU: These are images from the site menu. For example, the images in "HOME" and "SCHEDULE" in Figure 1 (a) and in "THE COLLECTION" and "EVENTS & PROGRAMS" in Figure 1 (b) are in this category. In most cases, MENU images are set in line horizontally in the upper and/or lower portion of the page or are set in line vertically on the left portion of the page. In our examination of the 3,901 images we collected, 67.6% of MENU images had more than two horizontally in-line images at the same height. 11.5% of MENU images had more than two vertically in-line images at the same width. In addition, hyperlink images for site navigation, such as images linked to the top page (HOME) or in the upper or lower portion of the page, are also classified into the MENU category. MENU images usually have small aspect ratios (the average was 0.320 in our examination).
• SECTION: This includes headers of a section or a column of the page. For example, the image "U.S." in Figure 1 (c) is classified into this category. In most cases, SECTION images have text following them (92.8% had text in our examination). SECTION images usually have small aspect ratios (average: 0.142).
• DECORATION: Decorative text such as the text circled in Figure 1 (d) and (e) are in this category. DECORATION images represent text which would be difficult to create by using only HTML tags. These images don't have hyperlinks.
• BUTTON: This category includes images with hyperlinks. Figure 1 images had neighboring images on the right. The average number of characters in such neighboring text was 31.7. Images used for line heads of an itemization are classified into ITEM even if they include the text. ITEM images usually have aspect ratios of about 1 (average: 1.052).
• ICON: This category includes images that represent some kind of object. Other five categories:
• TITLE: This category includes the title images of the page. Figure 3(a) shows an example. TITLE images are in the upper portion of the pages and in most cases, have hyperlinks to the index page of the site or to themselves. TITLE images usually have small aspect ratios (average: 0.279).
• MAP: This category includes image maps. Figure  3 (b) shows an example. In most cases, MAP images are used as the site menu.
• AD: This category includes advertisement images. • CONTENT: This category includes content images that are associated with the main contents of the page. In most cases, CONTENT images have neighboring text on the right or below them. In our examination, 35.1% of CONTENT images had neighboring text on the right, and 51.7% below them. The average number of characters was 99.7. Moreover, 55.4% of the CON-TENT images were in JPEG format, whereas only 6.6% of the remaining images were in JPEG format.
• LAYOUTER: This category includes images to control the design and layout of other images and/or text on the page. In most cases, LAYOUTER images are whole-colored. LAYOUTER images usually appear many times on a page. The average number of appearances in our examination was 10.7. As shown in Figure  3 (e), some LAYOUTER images are used to control the layouts of other more important images.
APPLICATIONS
Web image classification can be used for various mobile Web browsing applications. In the following, we describe a few such applications.
Web page analysis
There are many studies on overcoming the limitations of mobile devices and supporting Web browsing activities by analyzing Web pages. For example, Chen et al. [4] proposed a Web page segmentation method that segments a Web page into components whose sizes are enough small to be displayed on small screens. Mobile users can browse each small component composing a large Web page. In [8] , we proposed a collaborative Web browsing system for multiple nearby mobile users, where each of the components of a page is delivered to a different user's device and users collaboratively browse the page by discussing and watching each other's displays. Here, the key technology is the component detection that determines where to split the text and images appearing on the Web page. Many studies that address component detection detect the positions of separators of components by using HTML tag analysis and image analysis of the rendered Web page.
We believe that image features can be a more precise means of separator detection. For example, if successive MENU images are detected, the separators are set so that these MENU images become a component. If a SECTION image is detected, the separator is set in the upper portion of the image.
While some studies choose images with small widths and heights or those with very small aspect ratios as the sepa- rators, such a simple approach cannot precisely detect separators. For example, if images with widths and heights of equal or less than 10 pixels are defined as the separators, 32.0% of the collected images are improperly categorized.
Web page reconfiguration
As explained briefly in section 1, there are many studies and commercial products that focus on reconstruction of Web pages for mobile devices. For example, Anderson et al. [1] implemented an application to provide personalized Web pages for small-screen devices by discarding contents thought to be unnecessary by referring to the users' browsing histories. In such applications, the roles of images are important factors when deciding which contents should be discarded. For example, as for an itemization like in Figure  2 (a), we can decide which items are unnecessary by looking at the browsing histories and users' preferences. This operation can only be performed for ITEM images. Even if we analyze the text and determine that some sentences are unnecessary, line head ITEM images cannot be eliminated without determining the images' categories. In contrast, we can eliminate little-used MENU images. We can also eliminate text following SECTION images and leave the images as summaries.
As described in section 1, mobile browsers such as "Opera for Mobile" [9] reduce or delete images in order to reconfigure the page so as to fit the width of the screen. Here, deleting images may degrade the readability of the Web pages. For example, suppose that texts are extracted from an itemization that is described by using table tags and the extracted texts are displayed without line feed by discarding the table layout. This frequently occurs in conventional applications because discarding the table layout is effective for content browsing on small screens and line head images in an itemization tend to be deleted to reduce the pages' size. However, this makes the items indistinguishable to the users because the texts of all items are connected. In contrast, by detecting the roles of images, our policy is not to eliminate or replace ITEM images.
Automatic scrolling
Automatic scrolling is an example of passive and rapid content browsing using image classification. In this application, the region occupied by each component is detected by using HTML tag analysis and image classification. Then, the page is automatically scrolled, and the contents of all components are traversed by the browser. This enables users to passively browse the unreconfigured page in a minimum number of operations. Here, the role of images can be used for determining the paths of automatic scrolling inside the components. For example, a component including a SEC-TION image, a CONTENT image and text can be presented by setting the scrolling path to traverse the SECTION image, CONTENT image, and text in order. Regarding a component including ITEM images, each corresponding item should be traversed in order. Moreover, regarding a component including AD images, the scrolling speed should be set higher. The details of the implementation of this application are described in section 7.
Image classification is useful for several other applications besides mobile ones. It is useful in a Web image search engine to categorize search results and to determine which crawling policies should be used. For example, since CON-TENT images are important for image searches and their update intervals are usually short, the crawling intervals for CONTENT images should be set shorter.
RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, there is no work on automatically categorizing images on general content Web pages before ours. Paek et al. [10] defined five categories of Web images, and extracted only content images from Sony's and BBC's sites. They defined "Advertising images," "Content images," "Decorative images" as buttons and section headings, "Informational images" as warnings, "Logo images," and "Navigation images" as buttons to home. To extract content images, they used features extracted mainly with image processing and not by HTML analysis. In addition, because their approach analyzes ALT strings, it can only be applied to Web pages in a specific language.
Hu and Bagga [6] defined seven categories of Web images on news sites such as those of the BBC and CNN. They defined a "story" category which contains images whose content is associated with a news story. They also defined a "preview" category which contains images whose content is associated with a preview of a news story, a "commercial" category, a "host" category which contains images for representing a column or a TV program, a "heading" category which contains text and serves as a heading for a column or a section, and an "icon logo" category. Their purpose was to extract important "stories," "previews," and "headings," and they used simple features extracted by HTML and text analyses and image processing. Their approach focuses on only news sites; whereas our approach can deal with various Web sites such as portal sites and shopping sites. Moreover, we consider the restrictions of mobile environments.
DATA SET ANALYSIS

Collecting and categorizing images
First, we collected 3,901 images from the index page and two randomly selected pages from the 40 sites (20 U.S. sites and 20 Japanese sites) listed in Table 1 . These sites included eight portal sites, ten news sites, seven commercial sites, six shopping sites, and nine other sites. The two pages that were selected were cross-linked to the index page and thought to be important on the site. After that, we manually categorized the 3,901 images collected from the 40 sites into the eleven categories defined in section 2. When an image appeared multiple times on the same page, we focused only on the first one and ignored the others. Table 2 shows the results of the manual classification. Some images were difficult to categorize. Below we list some examples of how we categorized such exceptional images:
• Images with two or more roles were categorized according to the most important role. A good example is an image with an icon and a section title text on the right of the icon. In this case, the image was categorized as SECTION.
• There were a few cases in which a large picture consisted of multiple partial images. Such images were categorized according to the role of themselves.
• There were a few cases in which button images had no text, such as a drawing with a hyperlink. Such images were categorized as ICONs; i.e., they were considered to be small images not string images.
Image features extracted by image processing
We explained locational and shape features that were to be used for image classification in section 2. However, some images are difficult to distinguish by using only these features. In the following, we describe image features to distinguish such images by using image processing.
Complexity of images
MENU and SECTION images in the upper portion of the page usually have similar aspect ratios as TITLE images.
However, in terms of their contexts, TITLE images are more complex because they have logo marks and much more decorative text. Here, we focused on the number of colors and concolorous regions in the image. A concolorous region is defined as a set of four connected pixels with the same color. The MENU, SECTION, and TITLE images had on average 42.32, 40.53, and 89.58 colors, respectively. The MENU, SECTION, and TITLE images had on average 22.79, 41.83, and 109.55 concolorous regions, respectively. Consequently, there were large differences between the number of colors and the number of concolorous regions among the images of the three categories. We confirmed significant differences between these values in MENU and TITLE, and those in SECTION and TITLE by t-test(p < 0.001). Note that the average number of colors was calculated by using only GIF pictures.
92.8% of SECTION and 16.1% of BUTTON images had neighboring text below them. SECTION and large BUT-TON images had similar aspect ratios. However, the average number of concolorous regions differed greatly between the two categories (BUTTON images had 26.90 and SECTION images had 41.83, on average).
Similarity of neighboring images
It is difficult to distinguish MENU images and SECTION images from vertically in-line AD images if they are at the left of the page. Since MENU and SECTION images have neighboring images with similar designs and colors like in Figure 1 (a), (b), and (c), we define the similarity between images P1 and P2 by using the following formula:
Here, Wi and Hi (i = 1, 2) denote the width and height of Pi (i = 1, 2), respectively. Pi(x, y) (i = 1, 2) denotes the pixel value at position (x,y) in Pi. D(p1, p2) denotes the Euclidean distance between pixels p1 and p2 in the RGB space. We use the minimum similarity between an image and its neighboring images as a feature for classification. Here, a neighboring image is defined as an image such that the distance between the index values of img tags corresponding to an image and the (neighboring) image is not more than 30. Note that an index is the order of a tag in the HTML source. In addition, the similarity is computed only between similar-shaped images whose widths or heights are the same. The average minimum similarities of MENU, SECTION, and AD images that had similar shapes were 0.139, 0.136, and 0.373, respectively. We confirmed that there were significant differences between the average minimum similarities of MENU and AD and those of SECTION and AD by t-test(p < 0.001).
Features of BUTTON images
Large BUTTON images were similar in shape to SEC-TION and AD images. Small BUTTON images were similar in shape to ICON images. To distinguish them, we used a feature often found in BUTTON images. As shown in Figure 1(f) and (g), many BUTTON images are rectangles with round corners. Actually, 37.9% of BUTTON images in our data set had this shape. On the other hand, only 1.9% of SECTION, 6.1% of AD, and 7.2% of ICON images had this shape.
Text areas in images
By detecting text in images, we can distinguish string images or images including text such as TITLE images from other images. For example, although LAYOUTER images have various shapes, are located throughout the page, and are sometimes mistaken as SECTION, DECORATION, and TITLE images, the presence of text can distinguish them. In addition, AD images usually have multiple texts in different positions; e.g., the image shown in Figure 3 (c) has multiple text areas with different font types. On the other hand, most MENU and SECTION images have one text region, like those in Figure 1(a) and (c) .
Although there are many algorithms to detect text areas in Web images, we incorporate a part of the algorithm proposed in [11] into our method. The algorithm works as follows:
1. Convert an image into a gray scale image (Figure 4(a) ). 3. Group connected edges. These groups become candidates for detecting characters in the image.
4. In each edge group in W/B edge image, apply separate dilation operations dilationn and dilationn+1 to all pixels belonging to the edge group. Here, dilationn(x, y) is an operation to edge pixel(x, y) belonging to the edge group, which dilates the edge group by taking in pixels in a square whose center is (x, y) and width is 2n + 1, and whose differences in brightness with the center are smaller than a predetermined threshold. In our implementation, n was set as 2 and the threshold was set as 10.
5. For each dilated edge group, the number of pixels in the edge group that have a 4-connected relation with the dilationn group are compared with those of the dilationn+1 group. If the difference between these numbers is smaller than a predetermined threshold, the group is recognized as a character. In our implementation, the threshold was set as 70.
We applied the above algorithm to our experimental images and found that many areas that are not actually text are detected as text. Figure 4 (c) shows a result of executing the algorithm, where a human face is recognized as text. Therefore, we revised the algorithm as follows. After filtering the groups produced by the above algorithm by considering the number of holes, aspect ratio, dimension, and so on [14] , the groups that are horizontally in-line and of a are similar to each other are merged. Accordingly, a text line can be extracted. Finally, by filtering those groups with larger aspect ratios, we can get the final result ( Figure  4(d) ). We also applied above algorithm to reversed images.
We evaluated the accuracy of the revised algorithm by adapting it to all of our collected images. For 79.70% of the images, most of the text regions were detected with a small amount of noise and/or most of the regions without text were not detected as text. For 10.18% of the images, about half of text regions were detected or a certain degree of noise was included. For 10.13% of the images, text regions were not detected properly and/or regions without text were detected as text regions by mistake.
The average occupancy ratios of text regions in LAY-OUTER, SECTION, DECORATION, and TITLE images were 0.40%, 37.89%, 55.19%, and 44.85%, respectively. On the other hand, the text regions in AD, MENU, and SEC-TION images averaged 2.75, 1.04, and 1.19, respectively. There were significant differences in the number of text regions between AD and MENU, and between AD and SEC-TION, by t-test(p < 0.001).
List of features
Based on the discussion in section 2 and this section, the image features used for automatic image classification are listed below. Features F1 to F20 are extracted by HTML source analysis. If the width and height of an image are not specified in img tag, these values are set as missing. F21 and F22 are acquired when downloading images or sending a request to the Web server by using the HEAD method. F23 to F30 are extracted from the MSHTML DOM Tree parser when rendering a page. F31 to F37 are extracted by image processing. As for the GIF animation, image processing is performed on the first frame.
• F1-Dimension • F6-Has a hyperlink or not{TRUE, FALSE}: LAY-OUTER images and DECORATE images are usually set as 'FALSE'.
• F7-Has an outlink or not{TRUE, FALSE}: This indicates whether the image is attached with a hyperlink to another domain or not.
•
F8-Has a loop-back-link or not{TRUE, FALSE}:
This indicates whether the image is attached with a loop-back-link or not. A loop-back-link is a hyperlink to the index page of the site or a link to the page that it is on.
• • F11-Number of characters in neighboring text: MENU images usually have small values (average: 2.7).
On the other hand, the average of all images was 69.8.
• F12-JPEG image or not{TRUE, FALSE}
• F13-Index in the HTML source: The index is the order of the corresponding tag in a HTML source. TI-TLE images have small values, where the average was 48.4. On the other hand, the average of all images was 424.7.
• F14-Number of appearances on a page: MENU, SECTION, DECORATION, TITLE, MAP, and AD images usually have the value of 1. ITEM and LAY-OUTER images usually have large values, where the averages were 10.65 and 6.77, respectively. On the other hand, the average of all images was 2.97.
• F15-Number of images with the same dimension on a page: CONTENT and ITEM images usually have large values, where the averages were 7.5 and 4.0, respectively. On the other hand, MENU and SEC-TION images usually had smaller values than that we have expected, where the averages were 2.0 and 3.0, respectively.
• • F18-Number of neighboring images with the same dimensions on a page: A neighboring image is defined as an image where the distance between the indexes(F13) corresponding to an image and the (neighboring) image is not more than 100. BUTTON, TITLE, MAP, and LAYOUTER images usually have small values, where the averages were 0.64, 0.04, 0.04, and 0.27, respectively. On the other hand, the average of all images was 2.20.
• F19-Number of neighboring images with the same width on a page: BUTTON, TITLE, and LAYOUTER images usually have small values, where the averages were 0.78, 0.41, and 0.85, respectively. On the other hand, the average of all images was 2.67.
• F20- • F26-Number of images with the same F24 on a page: If multiple images on the page referred to the same URL, they were considered to be different images. MENU images usually have large values (average: 5.8). On the other hand, the average of all images was 2.0.
• F27-Number of images with the same F23 and same width on a page: If multiple images on the page referred to the same URL, they were considered to be different images. SECTION, ITEM, CONTENT, and AD images usually have larger values (average: 4.4, 11.2, 3.1, and 2.9, respectively). TITLE and LAY-OUTER images had large F25 values, but small F27 values.
• F28-Number of images with the same F24 and same height on a page: If multiple images on the page refer to the same URL, they were considered as different images. MENU images usually have large values (average: 5.6). On the other hand, the average of all images was 1.6.
• F29-Distance between the bottom of the page and the bottom of the image: Some MENU images have small values.
• F30-Location of the neighboring text{ABOVE, BELOW, LEFT, RIGHT, NONE}
• F31-Number of colors
• F32-Number of concolorous regions
• F33-Minimum similarity to neighboring images
• F34-Animation GIF or not{TRUE, FALSE}: Some AD images are animation GIFs. In our evaluation, 14.29% of AD images had animation GIFs. On the other hand, only 0.36% of images except for ADs were animation GIF.
• F35-Has rounded corner rectangle or not{TRUE, FALSE}
• F36-Text region occupancy ratio • F37-Number of text regions
Now, we briefly explain a method for finding a neighboring text to determine F11 and F30. The tag structure of the HTML source is basically a tree. Thus, after searching for a text from sibling nodes of the current node according to img tag, our method searches for a text from sibling nodes of the parent. This procedure is repeated until a text or a large image is found. When searching for a text from sibling nodes, only the four closest nodes are searched in order. In addition, the number of tracking back ancestors is limited to three. Consequently, our method can find neighboring text without using the HTML DOM tree.
EVALUATION
In our experimental evaluation, we built a decision tree that categorized images in a training set into the eleven categories according to the image features described in sections 2 and 5. By using the decision tree, we then categorized images in a test set. We used C4.5 [13] to build the decision tree. Specifically, we performed forty tests, in which images at a Web site among the forty sites shown in Table 1 were chosen as the test set and images at the rest of thirty nine sites were chosen as the training set. We show the results for the following five cases.
• C1: Features extracted by HTML source analysis; F1 to F20.
• C2: Features acquired by HTML source analysis and querying to the Web server; F1 to F22.
• C3: Features acquired by HTML source analysis, querying to the Web server, and DOM Tree; F1 to F30.
• C4: Features acquired by HTML source analysis, querying to the Web server, and image processing; F1 to F22 and F31 to F37.
• C5: All features; F1 to F37. Table 3 shows the classification accuracies of C1 to C5. Here, accuracy is defined as a percentage of correctly classified images. From these results, we can see that by using only features extracted by HTML source analysis, 75% of images are classified correctly, even though we did not use features acquired from the DOM Tree. The larger the number of features used is, the higher the accuracy becomes. However, the accuracy of C4 is little lower than that of C2. Comparing C4 and C5, we see that the accuracy of C5 with features acquired from the DOM Tree is much higher. Comparing C3 and C5, we see that C5 with features acquired by image processing achieves a much higher accuracy. These results indicate that features acquired by image processing work effectively when combining with features acquired from the DOM Tree. In addition, while C2 has only two more features than C1, the accuracy of C2 is much better than that of C1. Table 4 shows the F-measure for each category of C1 to C5. The F-measure is calculated from the precision and recall of each category by the following formula:
Here, b equals 1. The F-measure is a criterion to represent the classification accuracy, where the maximum value is 1. In every case, the F-measures of DECORATION and BUT-TON are low. This is because these two categories don't have specific features that can distinguish them from other categories. However, their F-measures increase as more the number of usable features increases because the characteristics of other categories become more conspicuous.
The F-measures of ICON and AD are uniformly low. ICON also doesn't have specific features that can distinguish it from other categories. However, as the number of usable features increase, the F-measure increases as it did in the cases of DECORATION and BUTTON. On the other hand, while AD has an F-measure of 0.744 in C2, the F-measure in C3 is much lower. This is because AD images are often mistaken as MENU images because of F27 and F30. However, the image processing of C5 improves the F-measure of AD.
The F-measure of ITEM increases greatly by using features acquired from the DOM Tree. This is because ITEM images that are often mistaken as ICON and LAYOUTER images can be distinguished correctly by using F27 and F30.
The above results indicate that although our method cannot support applications that require the precise recognition of DECORATION and BUTTON images, it is very useful for most applications described in sections 1 and 3. Moreover, since C3 shows good accuracy in each category except for DECORATION and BUTTON, applications to support users' Web browsing activities can be executed by using Web page rendering functions even though the mobile devices might lack enough performance to perform image processing. Even devices that can use only C1 or C2 features can execute applications of Web page reconfiguration and personalization by using the roles of images. However, since the accuracy of ITEM is slightly low, it should be improved by HTML source analysis. Table 5 shows the superimposed confusion matrix of forty tests of C5. Similar to the above results, MENU and AD images are often mistaken for each other because of their similar features. Moreover, SECTION and AD images are often mistaken for each other. These errors could be corrected by using F33.
Since ICON images have no specific rule about their position on the page, they are often mistaken as LAYOUTER images. In addition, large ICON images tend to be classified as small CONTENT images. In particular, large ICON images with neighboring text on the right are difficult to distinguish from small photographic CONTENT images in GIF format. This is because, in the manual classification, we categorized photographic images as CONTENT even if they were somewhat small for some degree. Moreover, some ICON images are incorrectly classified as ITEM images and vice versa. This is because ICON images with large F27 values are often mistaken as ITEM images.
Some CONTENT images are incorrectly classified as MENU or SECTION. CONTENT images with only simple text are often classified incorrectly. In addition, many CONTENT images are incorrectly classified as AD because such CON-TENT images are similar in shape to AD images.
Some LAYOUTER images are incorrectly classified as CON-TENT. Large LAYOUTER images with many colors are often classified incorrectly.
WEB PAGE AUTOMATIC SCROLLING APPLICATION
In this section we describe an application that makes good use of our automatic Web image classification method. It is an implementation of a Web page automatic scrolling application that we introduced in sections 1 and 3.
Application overview
In this application, Web pages designed for desktop PCs are displayed on the screen of a mobile device with the same resolution as the PCs' screen. Thus, while users can browse their familiar pages, only a small portion of a page is displayed on the small screen, and the users have to scroll down the page many times to browse all the information. We believe that automatic scrolling would reduce the user's work load. The automatic scrolling is done by extracting components from a Web page and setting the scrolling path to traverse the extracted components in order. When the user finds interesting information, he or she stops automatic scrolling and browses the information manually at his/her pace. Figure 5 shows the regions of extracted components from Yahoo! Sports (sports.yahoo.com) as dotted frames. In this example, five components are extracted and the scrolling path is set so as to traverse these components in an order shown by the broken line arrows. The paths in horizontally long components are scrolled horizontally, and those in vertically long components are scrolled vertically. As for components with larger height and width such as that at the lower left position, the scrolling paths are set considering the roles given in section 3. Since this component includes IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 IC6 IC7 IC8 IC9 IC10 IC11 Image Category  611 2  0  14  0  15  6  0  33  1  4  IC1: MENU  4  413 8  6  3  2  2  0  16  8  7  IC2: SECTION  0  21  16  2  8  7  3  0  3  1  8  IC3: DECORATION  16  5  4  41  0  8  1  0  9  3  0  IC4: BUTTON  0  1  0  0  252 46  2  0  0  0  10  IC5: ITEM  5  2  1  6  20  190 0  0  0  19  21  IC6: ICON  10  4  9  0  0  1  111 0  4  2  0  IC7: TITLE  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  50  0  1  0  IC8: MAP  40  13  0  20  0  1  7  0  235 11  2  IC9: AD  20  19  0  2  0  9  4  0  39  850  8  IC10: CONTENT  3  2  2  1  10  22  0  0  9 a CONTENT image, the path is set to scroll the text over the image, the CONTENT image, and the text below the image in order. If the size of the CONTENT image is larger than that of the screen of the device, the page is zoomed out when the image is scrolled. Here, users can browse downsized CONTENT images without any problem because they seldom include small text characters. In addition, scrolling paths and speeds can be changed depending on the existence of ITEM and AD images.
Implementation
We implemented this application based on the client/server architecture. The client cellular phones were NTT DoCoMo SH900i-models and the server was a desktop PC equipped with Windows XP. The server extracted components and decided the roles of the images on the Web page that the client requested. Specifically, the server extracted components by using HTML tag analysis and detected the roles of the images by using F1 to F37. The server then merged adjacent components whose sizes were much smaller than the screen size. Finally, the client decided the scrolling paths and speeds based on the information on the extracted components and the roles of the images that it received from the server. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of our implemented client system, where a component is scrolled in the direction shown by the arrow. Our system surrounded the region of the currently scrolled component with a red colored frame, so that the users would not be confused even when the automatic scrolling was against their intention.
The application provided mechanisms for users to fastforward and rewind automatic scrolling, skip to the next component, and go back to the previous component simply by selecting a numeric button.
Through the implementation of this system, we confirmed that knowing the roles of images is very useful for implementing a mobile Web browsing application that requires the detailed contexts of the Web page.
DISCUSSION
Application requirements
The main overhead in image classification is the extraction of image features. Here, the necessary features depend on the applications since some applications may only require a few specific categories. For example, some applications may only require the detection of string images without distinguishing their categories, and others may only require the distinct detection of TITLE and CONTENT images. While our image classification was in eleven categories, application developers should carefully choose features that are necessary for their applications according to the evaluations and statistical factors of images that we described in the previous sections. In doing so, the decision tree for image classification also should be carefully analyzed. (Decision trees used in our experiment are available from the following URL: http://www-nishio.ist.osaka-u.ac.jp/hresearch/ic/.)
On the other hand, some applications may require more a detailed classification than we provide with eleven categories, e.g., classification of CONTENT images into pho-tographic and drawn images or into images with text and those without text. There are many studies on distinguishing photographic images from drawings [5] that are applicable to our approach. To distinguish images with text from those without text, we can use F36. In this way, by applying new and existing features to the classification results based on the decision tree, more detailed classifications can be created.
Definition of advertisement images
The decision as to whether the role of an image is AD or not sometimes depends on the user's viewpoint. For example, an image embedded in a page by the site developer as a CONTENT image may look like an AD image to users. In fact, this situation tends to occur at sites that earn their main income from their services provided at the sites such as shopping or sites that advertise actual services such as those of electronics makers and banks. Since most content on these sites are directly associated with their business or introduce actual services, roughly speaking, all the contents look like advertisements. Therefore, we defined AD images as introduction images created only for directing users to the linked pages. Such images are self-contained by their nature and created for reuse on various pages. For the same reason, these images rarely have neighboring text. Moreover, since these images are only designed for introducing linked pages, the ones on the same page usually have nothing in common with their designs.
Detecting neighboring text
Since we used a simple method to get neighboring text, it often occurred that text not related with the images were detected as neighboring text. For example, there are many AD images below text listed as the site menu at the left of the page, and such text is often detected as the neighboring texts of images. In fact, our method is not designed to detect text associated with the image contexts, since our objective is only to detect neighboring text for image classification. However, some applications require pairs of images and their associated text, and for such applications, the associated texts should be extracted after detecting the roles of images.
On the other hand, while there are many studies on image searches that aim to detect text associated with images [12] , there is no previous work considering the detailed roles of images.
Other ways to improve accuracy
By improving the accuracy in the basic case (C1), the accuracies in all other cases can be improved. Improving the accuracy of C1 is also a way to broaden the range of executable applications on devices without advanced Web page rendering functions or enough performance for image processing. Our experiments indicated that SECTION images are sometimes tagged with H3 tags. In this paper, we didn't adopt this feature for the sake of generality. However, we plan to use such image features acquired by the HTML source analysis.
In addition, we think that the file names of images may be useful for improving the classification accuracy. For example, since the file names of MENU images on the same page often include common text, e.g., "menu news.gif" and "menu map.gif," the number of similar file names can be used as a feature for image classification. For this paper, we didn't analyze the text in order to classify images independent of the used languages. However, since the similarity between file names does not have a language problem, the above approach is applicable to our approach.
CONCLUSION
Detecting the roles of Web images provides various solutions to improve Web browsing activities on mobile devices with a small screen and a poor input interface. We defined eleven image categories according to the roles of the images appearing on the pages. We manually categorized 3,901 images collected from forty sites into the defined categories and extracted 37 image features based on the classification results. By using these features, we devised a method that automatically categorizes images. Our experiments showed that the method achieves 83.1% classification accuracy. We also implemented a Web page automatic scrolling application using the image classification.
As a part of our future work, we plan to examine the CON-TENT image classification into more detailed categories for various applications. In addition, we plan to evaluate the effectiveness and the computation cost of our image classification method on a practical platform.
